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Motivation. Constructors, architects, and engineers have always enjoyed using blueprints, diagrams, and other
kinds of graphical representations of their designs. These are often more than simply illustrations aiding the understanding of a formal specification: they are the specification itself. By contrast, in mathematics, diagrams have not
been traditionally considered first-class citizens, although they are often used to help the reader visualise a construction or a proof. However, the development of new formal diagrammatic languages for a variety of systems such as
quantum communication and computation [8], computational linguistics [9] and signal-flow graphs [2, 3], proved
that diagrams can be used not just to aid understanding of proofs, but to formulate them as well. This approach
has multifaceted advantages, from enabling the use of graph-theoretical techniques to aid reasoning [13] to making
the teaching of algebraic concepts to younger students less intimidating [12]. String diagrams [25] are becoming
the established mathematical language of diagrammatic reasoning, whereby equal terms are usually interpreted
as isomorphic (or isotopic) diagrams. While the ‘only connectivity matters’ mantra is enough for reasoning about
structural properties, properties which have computational content require a rewriting of the diagram. To make
this possible, diagrams must be represented as combinatorial objects, such as graphs or hypergraphs, which have
enough structure; the framework of adhesive categories [24] is often used to ensure that graph rewriting is always
well-defined.
These diagrammatic languages build on an infrastructure of (usually symmetric and strict) monoidal categories [18], and in particular compact closed categories [20]. Systems modelled by morphisms in a compact closed
category have a general notion of interface port, so that any two ports can be connected, provided the types match.
This allows compact closed categories to describe systems with a flexible and refined notion of causality, such as
quantum systems [22] or games [7]. One system that does not fit the compact closed structure is that of digital
circuits, which have a stricter notion of causality: connections may only happen between ports with the same type
but opposite input-output polarities. This requires a different kind of categorical setting, that of a symmetric traced
monoidal category [15], or STMC. These categories come equipped with an explicit operation (the trace) to model
causal feedback loops.
It might seem that there are ready-to-bake recipes in the literature for providing graph models to string diagrams, including for traced categories, using string graphs [10, 21] and hypergraphs [4, 26, 6]. However, the category
of circuits is also Cartesian as it has a notion of product. These categories have been referred to as traced Cartesian
categories [14] and dataflow categories [25, Sec.6.4] in the literature. Unfortunately, it turns out the recipes for other
graph languages do not work in the presence of Cartesian product. The simple reason is that the graph models in
loc. cit. are compact closed categories, and in a compact closed category the Cartesian product degenerates into a a
biproduct [17], so it cannot model, for example, digital circuits which lack a biproduct. Moreover, a compact closed
category with a Cartesian structure is in fact trivial [25, Sec.6.4].
The problem can be vividly seen by considering a trace constructed out of Frobenius monoids (which induce a
compact closed structure), as used in the language of hypergraphs. This degenerates in the presence of Cartesian
structure, as illustrated below:
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To solve this problem we need to define the trace structure directly as an atomic operation, and prove soundness
and definability for these direct definitions.
Besides the major problem above, there are some small technical issues with hypergraphs that we solve by
reintroducing the concept of homeomorphism similar to that used in framed point graphs [21]. This allows us to
represent the trace of the identity, which is not well-formed in vanilla hypergraphs as it is a closed loop of wires.
It also means we can identify a matching of a subgraph F in a graph Trx (F) by using a monomorphism, which is
essential for performing double pushout (DPO) graph rewriting.
One may ask why we cannot simply take the compact closed construction and ‘rule out’ those graphs that do
not represent terms in an STMC. However, the act of ‘ruling out’ is not compositional, but rather a global check on
a semantic object. This can make reasoning non-algebraic and awkward. By defining a graph structure ‘from the
ground up’ for STMCs, we obtain a semantic domain in which we can reason algebraically.
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Figure 1: Operations on hypergraphs over the signature Σ = {φ, ψ}.
Hypergraphs. Recent work [4, 26, 5, 6] has established directed hypergraphs as the graph language of string diagram rewriting, with and without a Frobenius structure. However, as we have already established the category of
hypergraphs HypΣ is not suitable for us. Instead we define a variant of hypergraphs known as linear hypergraphs
with which we can define trace as an atomic operation. This language is sound and complete for STMCs: each linear
hypergraph corresponds to a unique categorical term, up to the equations of the category. The use of the term linear
stems from the fact that each vertex is the source and target of one edge each.
Definition 1 (Linear hypergraph). A linear hypergraph is a tuple H = (E, S, T , s, t, κ) where
•
•
•
•

S, T ⊂ A are finite disjoint sets of equal cardinality, of source and target vertices
E ⊂ A is a finite set disjoint from S and T , of edges.
s, t are subsets of S and T , each partitioned into |E| (potentially empty) totally ordered parts.
κ : T → S is a bijection between targets and sources, of connections.

We split vertices into distinct sources and targets: this makes the concrete definitions of operations ([19, Sec. 4])
simpler. We split them into ordered disjoint parts for each edge, so each source and target vertex is associated with
exactly one edge. This construction is reminiscent of the ‘networks’ from [16], also used for traced categories.
We label hypergraphs with generators from a monoidal signature Σ with a function Λ : E → Σ, yielding labelled
linear hypergraphs. We define the category LHypΣ with objects the labelled linear hypergraphs over signature Σ
and morphisms their source, target, connection and label-preserving homomorphisms.
We still need to provide the interfaces of our hypergraphs, to order the vertices not associated with an edge. The
usual way to do this is through ordered cospans [1]. The legs of the cospan are discrete hypergraphs: hypergraphs
containing m source and target vertices and no edges. We write these hypergraphs simply as m: for example,
m → F ← n represents a hypergraph with m inputs and n outputs. However, we cannot arbitrarily identify inputs
and outputs: this would require a Frobenius structure. We adapt the condition used in [4].
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Definition 2. For m, n ∈ N and (labelled) linear hypergraph F, we say that a cospan of monomorphisms m −
→ F ←
− n is
monogamous if for all t ∈ Tm , pT (t) < tF , and for all s ∈ Sn , qS (s) < sF .
Let MCspD (LHypΣ ) be the cospan bicategory [4] containing only the monogamous discrete cospans over LHypΣ .
Operations. We can now define operations on linear hypergraphs. For composition, tensor and symmetry the
interpretations are obvious enough: typical instances are illustrated in Figure 1. The only subtlety is the trace: while
one may be tempted to simply ‘join up’ the outputs and the inputs, this can lead to problems when considering the
trace of the identity Trx (idx ). This is a closed loop of wires [14]: something we cannot represent as a well-formed
linear hypergraph. To solve this issue, we reintroduce the notion of homeomorphism from [21], to introduce identity
edges. We can introduce an identity edge at any vertex with an expansion and remove them with a smoothing, unless
this would form a closed loop. We call a hypergraph with no possible smoothings minimal. This means we can the
trace of the identity as an edge with connected source and target, as in Figure 1.
Soundness and completeness. We propose linear hypergraphs as a graphical language for STMCs. We focus on
traced PROPs [23], categories with natural numbers as objects and addition as tensor product: from now on we fix
a traced PROP TermΣ , freely generated over signature Σ. The first step is to translate from terms into hypergraphs.
Definition 3 (Interpretation functor). We define the interpretation functor from terms to labelled linear hypergraphs as
the identity-on-objects traced monoidal functor ~− : TermΣ → MCspD (LHypΣ ):
• For a generator φ : m → n ∈ Σ, ~φ = m → F ← n, where F is the linear hypergraph with one edge φ.
• f · g, idn , f ⊗ g, σm,n and Trx (f ) are defined as their corresponding operations on linear hypergraphs .
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Figure 2: Interpreting a categorical term as a cospan of linear hypergraphs
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Figure 3: A hypergraph and its corresponding categorical term.
The interpretation functor is illustrated in Figure 2. For us to have soundness we must show that all axioms of
STMCs (see e.g. [15, Sec. 3]) hold in the language of linear hypergraphs.
Theorem 4 (Soundness). For any morphisms f , g ∈ TermΣ , if f = g under the equational theory of the category then their
interpretations as cospans of labelled linear hypergraphs are isomorphic, ~f  ≡ ~g.
The converse is completeness: every valid linear hypergraph must correspond to a unique term in TermΣ . First we
show definability: there exists a functor from which we can recover at least one categorical term from a cospan of
linear hypergraphs. We fix an edge order ≤ on the edges and use this to define a tensor stack of the corresponding
generators. Then we trace around the outputs of these generators, and define a shuffle of symmetries and identities
to connect them to the appropriate inputs. The procedure is demonstrated in Figure 3.
Definition 5 (Definability functor). We define the definability functor as the identity-on-objects traced monoidal functor
hh−ii : MCspD (LHypΣ ) → TermΣ with its action defined for a given edge order ≤ as
hhm → F ← nii≤ = Trx−m (shuffle(F)≤ · stack(F)≤ ⊗ idn )
Proposition 6 (Definability). For any F ∈ LHypΣ and edge order ≤, then m → F ← n ≡ ~hhm → F ← nii≤ .
We must also show coherence: the resulting categorical term is the same regardless of the initial choice of edge order.
Proposition 7 (Coherence). For all orderings of edges ≤x on some F ∈ LHypΣ ,
hhm → F ← nii≤1 = hhm → F ← nii≤2 = · · · = hhm → F ← nii≤x
Theorem 8 (Completeness). For any cospan of linear hypergraphs m → F ← n ∈ MCspD (LHypΣ ) there exists a unique
morphism f ∈ TermΣ , up to the equations of the STMC, such that ~f  = F. Moreover, for any f ∈ TermΣ , hh~f ii = f .
Graph rewriting. A popular approach to graph rewriting is double pushout (DPO) rewriting [11]: we use an
extension of the traditional definition known as DPO rewriting with interfaces [5]. To ensure that rewriting is
always well-defined, the framework of adhesive categories is often used [24]. The key property that holds in adhesive
p

categories is that pushout complements are unique if they exist for a rewrite rule L ←
− K → R and matching L → G,
providing p is mono. Since our category of linear hypergraphs is a full subcategory of the adhesive category of
‘regular’ hypergraphs HypΣ , we can inherit some of the adhesivity.
Proposition 9. LHypΣ is a partial adhesive category [21].
This means we can rewrite in LHypΣ just as we would in HypΣ : we refer the reader to [4, Sec. 4] for concrete details.
An example is illustrated in Figure 5.
Moreover, since we are considering hypergraphs up to homeomorphism, we must consider matchings modulo
homeomorphism. Essentially, this means that we disregard all identity edges and only work with the minimal versions of any graphs involved. However, sometimes identity edges are essential for well-definedness of rewriting.
We will now examine these cases.
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Figure 4: The two expansion rules: rule expansion and matching expansion.
p

We have previously established that the pushout complement is only unique for rules L ←
− K → R where p is
mono (left-linear rules). Some useful rules, such as introducing an edge to an identity wire, are not left-linear, We
can perform a rule expansion (Fig. 4) to transform it into an appropriate form.
q

In partial adhesive categories, we also require the matching L →
− G to be mono. When we introduce the trace it
can lead to situations where the outputs can be ‘bent around’ to connect to the inputs, as illustrated in the top of
Fig. 4. This means that m is not mono,so the pushout complement would not be unique; one of the results would
also discard the trace completely. We perform a matching expansion (Fig. 4) to obtain a monomorphism m̃.
p

q

Definition 10. For a rewrite span L ←
− K → R and morphism L →
− G ∈ LHypΣ , the homeomorphism rewriting system H
is as follows. First, repeatedly apply smoothings until L and G are minimal. If p is not mono, expand each (t, s) ∈ L mapped
to by multiple vertices in K, and for each (t 0 , s0 ) ∈ G mapped to by (t, s). If q is not mono, expand each (t, s) ∈ G mapped to
by multiple vertices in L. We write L̃, G̃, p̃ and q̃ for the resulting hypergraphs and morphisms from applying H.
Proposition 11. H is terminating.
Proof. Performing smoothings always reduces the size of the graph, and p̃ and q̃ are always mono.
To consider if a hypergraph G is a candidate for rewriting with rule L ← K → R, we first rewrite with H. If there
then exists a monomorphism L̃ → G̃, we say there is a mono modulo homeomorphism L → G. If this mono has a
pushout complement, we call it a matching modulo homeomorphism.
p

Theorem 12 (Rewriting). For m → G ← n ∈ MCspD (LHypΣ ), span L ←
− m+n → R ∈ LHypΣ with p mono, and matching
monomorphism L → G ∈ LHypΣ , the rewriting procedure yields a unique cospan m → H ← n ∈ MCspD (LHypΣ ).
A benefit of rewriting with linear hypergraphs is that every monomorphism in LHypΣ can act as a matching in the
rewriting procedure, as the oft-required ‘no-dangling-hyperedges’ condition always holds in our context.
Theorem 13. All monomorphisms modulo homeomorphism in LHypΣ are matchings modulo homeomorphism.
We can then conclude the final rewriting result:
Theorem 14. For a set of axioms E in TermΣ and g, h ∈ TermΣ , g = h by the laws of STMCs and E if and only if ~g
rewrites to ~h using the DPO procedure.
We can therefore reason graphically in systems modelled as morphisms in an STMC with a Cartesian structure,
such as digital circuits. This will allow us to make the proofs in [13] formal, which is the next step in our work.

Figure 5: Applying the DPO procedure to the matching in Figure 4
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